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Summary

Nguyen H. V.: Reconstruction of 3-D structures using a moving camera.

M. Sc. Thesis, Measurement and Control Section ER, Department of Electrical Engineering,

Eindhoven Univeristy of Technology.

In this report a technique is described for the reconstruction of a static 3-D scene from a

monocular image sequence. The problem is fonn ulated as a stochastic filtering problem where

state variables describe the camera parameters and the scene, represented as a set of 3-D line

segments, and where the images are the observations of this state. To be able to reconstruct 3-D

line segments by stereo vision, correspondence necds to be found between the line segments in

consecutive images. A tracking algorithm is described using a Kalman filters for each line to

predict and match line segments in consecutive images. The stochastic filter uses the observations

provided by the tracking process to estimate the state with maximum a postiori probability (MAP),

by Bayes rule.

An image sequence is taken from a moving camera, which translates 14 cm and rotates 2.3 0 per

second. Using this technique a 3-D sccne can be reconstructed with an uncertainty region of about

50 0101 on the average, after processing 4 images. However, the mean value of the estimated

position of the 3-D line segments aftcr processing 8 images is drifting away from the rcal value.

Further research is recommended.

Nguyen H. V.: Reconstructie van 3-D structuren met behull) van ceo be\Vegendc camera.

Afstudecrverslag, Meet- en Regeltechnick, Faculteit Electrotechniek, Tcchnischc Universiteit

Eindhoven.

In dit rapport wordt een tcchniek beschreven voor de reconstructie van een statisch 3-D scene

m.b.v. een reeks van monoculaire beelden. Het probleem is gefomtuleerd als een stochastiseh

filteringsprobleem, waar toestandsvariabelen de camera parameters en de scene, die

gerepresenteerd worden door een verzameling van 3-D lijnen, beschrijven, en waar de beelden

observaties zijn van deze tocstand. Om de 3-D lijnen te reeonstrueren door 'stereo vision', moet

correspondentie tussen 2-D lijnen in opeenvolgende beelden gelegd worden. Hicrtoc wordt cen

'tracking' algoritme geimplementeerd die een Kalm an filter gebruikt voor elke lijn om de positie

van het lijnstuk in the volgende beeld te voorspellcn, om dan met de dichtst bij zijnde lijn te

'paren. De stochastische filter gebruikt de observaties, aangeleverd door het 'tracking'-algoritme,

om de toestand the schatten met maximum a postiori probability (MAP), m.b.v. de fonnule van

Bayes.

We hebben een reeks van beelden gemaakt met een bewegende camera die cen translatie van 14

cm en rotatic van 2.3 0 per seconde uitvocrt. Gebruikmakend van deze techniek kunnen we een 3-D

scene reconslrucrcn met celt nauwkcurigheid van ongevecr 50 mm, Ita het verwerkcn van 4

beelden. Echter, de gcm iddclde geschatte waarde van de positie van de 3-D lijnen drift weg van de

eehte positie, na het bewerken van 8 beelden. Verder onderzoek is aanbcvolcn.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Scven European countries are participating in the ESPRIT-6042 'Hephaestos II' project: "Intelligent

robotic welding system for unique fabrications". The objective is to develop a robotic welding cell

for automatic manufacturing of unique workpieces. The A Iltomatic Welding System (AWS) will be

implemented and installed at the Piraeus ship yard near Athens, Greece.

The workpieces are assembled of sleel plates by hand, in advance of the automatic welding

process. The welding robots have to be preprogrammed for every workpiece. Manually

programming of the robots would take a 101 of time. Therefore, they will be programmed

automatically, by 'downloading' the three-dimensional (3-D) data of the workpiece into the robot

controller. The task of the Measurement and Control group of the Electrical Engineering

Department of the Eindhoven University of Technology is to develop a Vision ,S'urvey System

(VSS) to measure the 3-D infonllation, by determining the type, the dimensions and pose of the

workpiece.

In figure 1.1 an overview of the current development of the VSS is given. At the present moment

the VSS acquires images of the workpiece by using anum ber of CCD cameras at different fixed

viewpoints.

~opc~
\/

geometrical
description

line
image

LLV ~l SM--9 OM RGM;,

I ""[- I'
,)

KB
I I-

JCallnt! al Extl

figure 1.1 The Vision Survey System at the present moment

The intrinsic camera (CAL INT) parameters, which contains infomlation about lens-distortion and

focal length, are detenllined first. Then the edges in the grey scale images are detected and

converted into straight line segments by the Low Level Vision (LLV) module. A line image can be
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used to dctennine the extrinsic camera parameters (CAL EXT), which defines the camera position

and oricntation.

After processing LLY the Structural Matching (SM) module will recognize objects in the line

image [KDK93], by checking relations between line segments that obeys the rules described in the

Knowlcdge Base (KB). Because more than onc object can result from the SM module, while

there's only one real object in the scene, the Quality Measure (QM) module is added to evaluate

the quality of each objcct. The higher the quality for a found object is, the more probable that this

object is the projection of a real object in the sccne.

When the structure of an object is found, the geometrical description of the object is computed by

the Geometrical Matching (GM) module by iteratively repositioning and rescaling the object

model. The result of the previous steps is a set of completc and incomplete objects. The Object

Part Clustering (OPC) module will create clusters of object parts, seen from different viewpoints,

that belong to the samc objcct. Finally the GM module will create a single object description for

every cluster of object parts.

The YSS, as is developed until now is able to recognize and measure some objects up to a few

centimetres from a single static image. It is a remarkable perfonnance to measure with a precision

of a few centimctres with such few data as one static image at about 3 m distance. Sometimes the

YSS fails to find the structure of an object in the image. For example, when more noise is

introduced into the system, noisy lines can mislead the recognition process. It is also sensitive to

lighting conditions. The SM module cannot distinguish lines caused by shadows and lines which is

the projection of a real object. Another problem that YSS cannot tackle is when the object is

occluded.

We can attribute all the drawbacks of the YSS to the fact that one dimension is lacking, because 3

dimensional (3-D) objects have to be measured by one single 2 dimensional (2-D) image. With

more images from different positions, depth can be computed, this is called stereo vision.

Therefore we want to introduce an extra dimension by taking an image sequence while the camera

is moving. By assuming smooth movcment of the camera, correspondcnce between features in

subsequent images (projections of object fcatures) can be matched. Given these matches the

structure of the object can be reconstructed, this is called structure from motion. We will propose a

stochastic filtcring technique to solve the problem of structure from motion.

The report is organized as follows. In chapter 2 a short overview of the area of computer vision

will be given. In chaptcr 3 the problem of reconstruction of 3-D structure and camera calibration is

described. Chapter 4 discusses the correspondence problem, which can be solved by tracking line

segments. In chapter 5 the current implementation is described and achieved results are given.

Finally, the conclusions are derived in chapter 6, and after that further research is proposed in

chapter 7.



Chapter 2

Computer vision - a short overview

Computer vision becomes more and more important in industrial applications. This research area

has been investigated heavily by many groups in the world in the last decades, because computati

onal power have given us the possibility. The start of the study of computer vision goes back in

time, when computational models of the human vision system are developed [MP79]. It starts with

the study of our eye, and later how to process the infonnation which is gathered. In this chapter,

we proceed in the same order, starting with the description of the camera model (the eye of a

vision system) continued by a short overview of one of the areas of computer vision: stereo vision

(information processing).

2.1 The camera model and calibration matrix

We have used the pinhole camera model that is described in [Sch89]. In front of the image plane

there is a diaphragm with a very small hole, a pinhole. A light ray travels from each object point

through the pinhole to the image plane (image point). We can picture this schematically as in

figure 2.1.

camera

image plane
f

•
'. lig,ht ray .. \

--------------~-~------'I .....
optical oenter ~,.~- PJmage

figure 2.1 the pinhole camera model

The pinhole through which light rays go, is also called the optical centre. The distance between

the image plane and the optical centre is the focal length. In figure 3.1 we can see that the image

is upside down. A frame grabber is compensating this effect by rotating the image 180°. Then we

can assume that the image plane is in front of the lens at focal length. Now each point in the 3-D

world can be related to a point on the 2-D image plane, just by tracing a line from that 3-D point

to the optical centre. The line intersects the image plane and causes an image point on the image

plane. If we define a coordinate system with its origin in the optical centre and the z-axis along the

optical axis, then a 2-D image point can be related to a 3-D point by the following equations:

y = f Yc

I Z
c

(I)
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with x•. Y•. z. the coordinates of the object point In the camera coordinate system and Xi' Yi the

coordinates on the image plane. In figure 2.2 the relation between the image coordinate system and

the camera coordinate system is shown. It is inconvenient to give all 1-0 points in the world in a

camera coordinate system. Therefore we want to define a world coordinate system and find a

relation between this world coordinate system and the camera coordinate system.

yc

o

~c
/ xi optical axis

zc

/
./

, //'

I"
image plane

figure 2.2 the camera coordinate system

3-D Points in a world coordinate system can be transfooncd into a camera coordinate system by a

translation and a rotation. The translation vector 1=(Ix' 1)0' l:l is the vcctor from one origin to the

other origin. The rotation can be decomposed into a rotation around the Xc-axis (pan angle), Ye-axis

(tilt angle) and Ze-axis (swing angle) of the camera coordinate system. The three rotations can be

reprcsented by threc rotation matrices:

(

cosa 0 Sina]
Rpo,. = 0 1 0 ,

sin a. 0 -cos a

o
-cos j}

sin j}

(2)

The total rotation matrix is the product of these three rotation matrices:

(3)

A point X=(x. y. z)' in 2 3 can be represented with homogeneous coordinates, which is a 4-tuple

X=(ax, ay. az, a)', where a is a non-zero real numbcr. We use homogeneous coordinates, with a is

equal to 1, to cxpress 3-D points in the camera coordinate system as function of 3-D points in a

world coordinate system by the following equation:
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Xc ru r12 r13 t.z x'"

Yc r21 r22 rn ty Yw
Xc = M.Xw

(4)-Zc r31 r32 r33 t~ Z'"

1 0 0 0 1 1

with Xc= (xc' Ye' ze' 1)' and X.. = (x... Y... z... 1)'. We call M the calibration matrix. From equation

(2), (3) and (4) we can sce that the position of the camera is representcd by a parameter vector

8=(Cl. 13. y. IX' t"... tj', relatively to a world coordinate system.

2.2 Stereo vision - a short overview

A major portion of the research efforts of thc computer VISion community has been directed

towards the study of recovering three-dimensional (3-D) structure of objects using machine

analysis of stcreo im ages. The idca in thc proccss of 3-D structure recovery is 'triangulation'. This

principle states that the position of an object point in 3-D can be dctenll ined by the position of

two corresponding imagc points on two differcnt stereo imagcs, which are the projections of that

object point (figure 2.3).

p

,,
/

/

P object polnt

Pl. P2 Image points

f focus length

/
//

,/

./
/

image 1 ,:1
I ,//- PI I

f; // I
;/",,,,,

figure 2.3 the triangulation principle

Thcre are many differcnt approaches to tackle the problcm of rccovering 3-D structure (dcpth)

using stereo. We discuss shortly thc major approaches that has been rcported in the past [DA89].

2.2.1 Classification of stereo vision techniques

There are two basic principles involved in the recovery of 3-D structure by triangulation: passive

and active. The passive imaging techniqucs use triangulation for recovcring depth with the help of

only the existing am bient ilIum ination. The main problem in these techniques is that the

correspondence between features from two (or more) images needs to be determined. Active

imaging techniqucs also use triangulation, but the nature of the problem is different in that the
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trianglc for recovering depth is predcfined by three points: the light source, the ilium inated spot in

the scene and its image point. The correspondcnce problem in active methods has already been

solved by using an artificial source of illumination. We wi!! concentr(lte ('In the pl1ssive imaeing

techniques for practical reasons.

In general, we can distinguish two major sub-classes of the class of passive imaging techniques for

recovering 3-D structure: optical flow and feature matching methods. Both classes of methods

make use of different views from different camera positions. When the stereo images are taken

while the camera is moving, we speak of 'structure from motion'. Either the object is moving or

the camera is moving or both. Often more than one camera are used.

The first class of methods is based on computing the optical flow or the 2-D field of instantaneous

velocity of the brightness values (grey levels) in the image plane. To detenlline the correspondence

between image points in two images, which are obtained by camera motion, the optical flow at

each image point is calculated. Image points of the first image match with points in the second

image, because their optical flow are related by some equation. By checking the optical flow

relation betwccn the two image points, the corresponding image point can be found locally. When

the matching between image points has been found, 3-D structure can be recovered using

triangulation. These methods require a lot of computational power, because all image points must

be processed.

In the case of feature matching mcthods we preprocess the images first for extracting features of

the object. Then the image features have to be matched. After this, the matched features will be

used to compute 3-D coordinates of object features. This approach is adopted for further study.

The correspondence problem in these feature-based methods is difficult to solve. Ambiguity might

occur due to noise. And the effects of occlusion which cause features to appcar or disappear can

also give rise to false matches. The development of robust techniques to solve the correspondence

problem is an active area of research.

2.2.2 Feature matching methods

A particular matching method can be constructed depending upon the specific matching features

used, the number of camera used, the position of the cameras, and the scene domain (indoor or

outdoor). Next we will discuss some important classes of feature matching methods: binocular

stereo, trinocular stereo, area-based matching, edge segments-based stereo matching, tracking line

segments by prediction and matching. For a more complete overview of approaches for recovering

3-D structure the reader is referred to [Sch89].

Binocular stereo matching

The binocular approach uses two cameras to observe the scene. Let us define the epipolar plane as

being the plane fonned by the two camera centres C I and C2 and the object point P. For a given
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point L in the left image, its corresponding match point R in the right image must lie on the line

of intersection of the epipolar line and the image plane which is called the epipolar line (figure

2.4). The epipolar line on the right image EL, corresponding to a point in the left image, defines

the search spaee within which the corresponding match point R should lie in the right image. This

is called the epipolar constraint. The image points Land R are called homologous points if they

satisfy the epipolar constraint.

C1

figure 2.4 binocular vision

The weakness of this approach is that there are more possible matches, because more than one

point can lie on thc epipolar line. To extract the correct image point on the epipolar line, similarity

of left and right image points are used.

Trinocular stereo matching

The trinocular approach to the stereo problem has been proposed recently as an alternative means

to conduct the correspondence search. The basic advantage of the third camera has been the extra

epipolar geometry constraints offered by the third camera.

p

C2

figure 2.5 trinocular vision
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The centre of projection of the three cameras are coplanar, which means that they do not lie in the

same plane, in order to give extra information with respect to binocular stereo. The match points

in the three images satisfy the condition that they must lie on the conjugate epipolar lines of the

other two cameras (figure 2.5). This allows for disambiguation of the multiple candidate matches

that are found during local binocular-type correspondence search.

Given a point in image 1, we have to search for points on the epipolar line of the second image,

E21 . For every point on the epipolar line in the second image, all corresponding epipolar lines in

the third image have to be computed, and we try to seck for a point in the third image that is on

the intersection (or in the neighbourhood of the intersection) of the epipolar line with the first

image, E31 , and the epipolar line with the second image, En [AL91).

Area-based matching

The area-based stereo techniques use correlation among brightness patterns in the local

neighbourhood of a pixel in one image with brightness patterns in a corresponding neighbourhood

of a pixel in the other image. The pixel of interest is of course an important projection of an object

feature (like an edge comer). These techniques have the disadvantage that they use intensity values

of each pixel directly, and hence sensitive to distortions as a result of changes in the viewing

position as well as the changes in the absolute intensity, contrast and ilium ination.

Stereo matching using edge segments

Edge segments have certain advantages over single-edge points 111 the matching process. Firstly

when edge points are grouped into a piece-wise-linear segment, positional error at an isolated point

has little effect on the position and orientation of the edge segment and most of the remaining

edge points lie very close to the best fit. Secondly the edge connectivity constraint, which states

that connected edge points in one im ages III ust match to connected edge points in the other im age,

is met when line segments are used. On the other hand, due to possible fragmentation of edge

segments during preprocessing, allowance can be made for matching a single segment in one

image with two or more segments in the other image.

Ayache and Faverjon [AF87] have used features of line segments to solve the matching problem 111

stereo vision. Potential homologous segments are defined as being a pair (L, R) of segments of the

left and right images when they meet the epipolar constraint and the geometric similarity con

straints. The first constraint require that the midpoints of segments of the lcft and right images are

homologous points of each other. The second constraint measures the similarity between Land R

by computing the error measure bctween the features LENGTH and ANGLE attached to Land R.

If the error is above some threshold, the potential match (L,R) is rejected. The two constraints use

only local geometric constraints to define potential homologous segments.

If a match (L, R, DISP) is correct with a certain disparity DISP, it is very likely that most of the
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neighbours L' of L can find a match R' with a disparity close to DISP. This is a global constraint,

known as the continuity constraint. In other words, applying the continuity constraint to a given

match will yield a large number of likely correct matches within the neighbourhoods of L and R if

the initial match is correct, and a small number of likely incorrect matches otherwise. Another

global constraint is the requirement that only one match per left or right segment is kept, known as

the uniqueness constraint.

The idea is to generate some potential pairs of homologous segments based on a strong local

similarity constraint, and to find the largest number of likely correct matches by enforcing the

global constraints.

Tracking line segments by prediction and matching

The fom1er algorithms establish correspondence between line segments using local and similarity

constraints to search for a match. When the stereo images are taken by a moving camera, we can

use a kinematics model of the line segment to predict thc position of the line segment in the image

plane at the next time instant. The kinematics model predicts the next position of each parameter

of the line segment. The prediction is associated with some distribution, which express the

uncertainty of the prediction. The uncertainty is used to determine the search area around the

predicted position. A possible match can be found when a line is found within the search area,

having the shortest distance bctween the measured line segment and the predicted line segment. If

the match is found, it will be used as a new measure to update the kinematics model. This

algorithm is using the Kalman filter to predict the line segment and to update the kinematics

model [DF90], [CS088], [2294].



Chapter 3

Scene reconstruction by stochastic filtering

Next we want to present a technique for reconstruction of a static 3-D scene from a monocular

image sequence. The problem of structure from motion is formulated as a stochastic filtering

problem where state variables describe the scene (3-D line segments) and the camera parameters,

and images are observations of this state. The scene reconstruction is provided by a nonlinear

stochastic filter, a Bayes Estimator. At each time instant when an image is captured and processed,

the state is updated, this is called a measurement update. Between the measurement updates, the

state estimate is updated by system dynamics, this is called a time update. As a side effect, the

stochastic filter will provide the path of the camera during movement from the state vector, so no

path needs to be specified beforehand.

To get correct data for filtering, correspondences between line segments have to be established.

This done by tracking line segments in the 2-D image plane. The correspondence problem will be

described in chapter 4. Now we will start with the definition of the state and observation vector.

Then the measurement and time update procedure will be discussed. After that, the problem of

state initialization and efficiency of computations is treated.

3.1 Representation of the state and observation vector

We have chosen to represent a 3-D scene by a set of line segments In the 3-D space. Each line

segment A. is represented by coordinates of its begin- and endpoint in the world coordinate system,

A. = (xb' Yb' Zb' x•. Y •• zj'. The camera position and orientation in the 3-D space is specified by six

parameters as described in section 2.1, e = (a.. p, y. tx" ty tJ'. The begin- and endpoint of the line

segment in the world coordinate system (with homogeneous coordinates) are transformed into the

camera coordinate system:

(5)

Then they are projected into the image plane by:

(6)

A line segment on the image plane is represented by its begin- and endpoint in the image plane

coordinates, q = (xb. j' Yb. j' x•. j' Y•. y. From (5) and (6) it follows that the observation vector q is a
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function of parameters Aand e, specifying the position of camera and 3-D line segment.

II

We introduce a state vector X, specifying the 3-D scene and the camera position at time t, defined

as,

(7)

where Aj , I , j = I ..n, specify n 3-D line segments observed so far, and ep, , and ee. I are camera

parameters at the previous time instant and the current time instant respectively.

The observation vector Y, is defined as the vector of the image plane coordinates of observed line

segments as

y, = ( Ye, , • Yp" )' = (qe •••• qe • qp • •• • qp Y.
" , '" , "-"•• , I lit ,

o s: m s: n. (8)

The observation vector at time t contains n+m line segments, n line segments of the current image,

Ye, I' and m of the previous image, Yp,,' With one observation of a 3-D line segment in the 2-D

image plane, it is not possible to estimate the position of the 3-D line segment. Therefore,

observations of line segments that are appearing for the first time in the current image are

excluded from the observation vector, and their processing is deferred until the next image. Lines

AI' .... A~_m are observed for at least two times in the past, and lines A".m.I' .... A~ are observed

for the first time in two consccutive images (thus thcir processing is deferred until the current time

instant).

The line segments found in the processed images arc subjected to random perturbation due to

imaging errors, presence of noise, etc, The observation vector of an image at time t can be

considered to be an outcome of the random variable f" The unknown state vector x, is updated by

the observations these 2-D line segments, and therefore we may also consider it to be an outcome

of a random variable X,. The probability distribution of X, expresses our knowledge of the scene

and camera position at time t. This probability distribution will be updated at each time instant the

image is captured and processed, the measurement update, and also in between these time instants,

the time update.

From now on we will denote by t- the time instant just before processing at time t, and by t+ the

time instant just after processing an image at time t,

3.2 Likelihood function

As mentioned above, line segments observed in the 2-D image plane are perturbated due to a

number of noise sources. We assume that the begin- and endpoint of line segments are nonnally

distributed. The random variable f, can be written as,

Y, = h ( X,_) + ~, ' ~, - N(O, R,) (9)
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where h(X,) is an ideal projection of the 3-D line segments onto the image plane using equation

(5) and (6), and ;, is a random perturbation having nomlal distribution with zero mean and

covariance R, . From equfltion (9) it follows that the distribution function of the observations Y:

given the state X,. , the so called likelihood junction of Y, , can be described as,

(10)

With the assumption that ;, - N(O, R), the likelihood function for the observation vector with L

independent observed lines, has the following form:

L

IT
}=1

(11)

with Pj and Rj the mean and covariance matrix of the multidimensional Gaussian distribution

respectively. We assume that the line extractor is unbiased, p;==O, and that R; can be modeled by

the following equation:

(12)

with (x;. yJ the image coordinates of an endpoint. The covanance matrix Rj expresses the

uncertainty of the two independent endpoints of the line segment in the image plane, each modeled

by covariance matrix np ' Actually the uncertainty of an endpoint can be expressed by a diagonal

covariance matrix nil'

(

0 2 0]n - I
1.1. - 0 0.1.2

(13)

in the coordinate system defined by U I and U l' two units vectors parallel and perpendicular to the

line segment, respectively (see figure 3.1). The parameters cr/ and cr / are the variance in the

perpendicular and parallel direction of the line segment respectively. The 2-D coordinates (u., u1)

and the image plane coordinates (Xi' yJ are related by a 2-D rotation R~D' with an angle e, as

shown in equation (14),

(Xi] = (C~(6) -Sin(6») (UI] = R., .(UI]
Yl sm(6) cos(6) uJ. 2D uJ.

(14)

Using equation (12), (13) and (14) we can express the covariance matrix np in the following way:

(15)

The parameters cr/ and cr/ can be detennined by making a statistical test on the line extractor,

and investigating the distribution on the endpoints of the line segment.
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figure 3.1 two coordinate systems

3.3 Measurement update

13

Given the probability density function (pdf) of X,. we want to compute the pdf of X,+ , after Y,= y,

has been observed. The a postiori pdf !\"r+ I y,{x Iy ) can be expressed in terms of other pdfs by

using Bayes rule:

fy x (yt,x)
fx,.(x) = fx,.IY, (x \Yt ) = 'J,'-(y)

Y, t

fY,lx,. (Yt \x).fx,. (x)

fy (Yt ),
(16)

We want to find the parameter vector of the state for which the pdf !\",+I..,(x Iy ) is maximum. Such

an estimate of the state is called the maximum a posliori (MAP) estimate Xw,p:

(17)

We can see that the denominator of equation (16) is constant with respect to the state vector.

Therefore it is left out of equation (17). Because pdfs are always positive we can determine the

MAP estimate of the state vector by maximizing thc logarithm of f'<t+I..,(x Iy),

iw,p =argmax {Ix,. (x) } = argmax { log I y,IX,. (Y,lx) + log Ix,. (x) } (18)

The knowledge of the likelihood function fnl.\".6' Ix,) and the a priori knowledge of the pdf of the

state !'<t.fx) is essential for optimal parameter estim ation.

We assume that the state vector is Gaussian distributed, given by the following expression,

1 {I ,-) }Ix (x) = • exp -- (x-x,J Px (x-x,.»,- J2 n IP I 2 ,-x,_
(19)
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with x!_ and p,. are the mean and covanance matrix of the a priori state vector respectively. The

assumption of Gaussianity is not unrealistic, because the state vector is updated by observations

obt:lined from the camera, which are subjected to !'! !l\lmber of noise sources. If there are many

noise sources that influent the random variable, then the distribution of the stochastic variable tends

to be a Gaussian distribution. The advantage of the Gaussian distribution is that we can work with

its covariance matrix instead of the pdf itself. Next we derive the MAP estimate of the state X
MAP

from the equations (II), (18) and (19),

L

iMAl' = argmin { (x-x,J' P;'~ (x-x,J + E (qj-hix»' R/ ( qj-hix» } (20)
}=1

This is derived by taking the logarithm of equations (II) and (18) and only keeping the arguments

in the exponents for maximization. We can rewrite equation (20) into the following equation,

with Y,.,al' h,.,alx) and P,.,a, defined as:

(21)

(
Px 0]

PI0IO/ = 0'· P Y,
(22)

The covariance matrix P n represents the pdf of thc observations, the likelihood function. Instead of

minimizing the arguments of equation (21) we can also minimize the square root of it,

(23)

Denote x =Xo + I:!x, with I:!x is small, and Xo is the initial state vector. We use Taylor's

approximation to linearize the projection function h(x),

(24)

with 'V. '.'al(xO) is the Jacobian of the projection function, and O(t:.x!) representing the higher order

terms. We can solve equation (24) in least square sense by,

(25)

The solution for the state vector update is written as,

(26)

The update of the state vector I:!x can be solvcd by the set of linear equations given 111 fonnula

(26).
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After a number of iterations, !u will become smaller than some preset threshold. Then the

iteration process will be stopped. The projection function h(X) is linearized in the point xMAP ' so

that:

(27)

The new state vector has value xr+ = XMAP . The state vector at time instant t+, contains the new

estimate of 3-D line segments and camera parameters.

We are also interested in the pdf of X'H to know how good the estimate of line and camera

parameters are, because their uncertainty is enclosed in the pdf. Using equation (27) and (16) the (/

postiori pdf of X,,, can bc derived [Sm094],

(28)

Here the update is given in temlS of covariance matrices, which can have large dimensions,

because there are many lines in the scene. The inverse operation on a large matrix takes a lot of

time. Therefore some method has to be found to deal with this computational problem. This

problem will be discusscd later on.

3.4 Time update

Betwcen two observations, the state evolves in time in the following way,

Aj , (r+41)- = Aj,l+ , for j = I,..,n (29a)

6p, (1+41)- = 6e,l+
(29b)

6e, (1+4/)- = 26e,l+ - 6e, /+ + U, (29c)

The sub-equation (29a) represent the fact that the sccne is static, sub-equations (29b) and (29c)

state that the camera is moving smoothly, so that its position can be cxtrapolated linearly and u, is

the random deviation of the camera position from an expected one.

The subequations (29a), (29b) and (29c) can be gathered into one equation by,

with c.>, - N(O,O,) (30)

The state transition in time is represented by the matrix <I>,+M,I , and w, is the deviation of the statc

prediction, which is basically the deviation in the camera parameters. The statc transition in time is

given by the following equations,

(31)
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(32)

with X(t+litl- and Px being the mean and covariance of the updated pdf of X at time instant
(1+41)-

t+Llt before processing the next im age.

3.5 State initialization

It may happen that new lines are entering the scene, for example the first images in the image

sequence, but also during other time instant while taking the image sequence. With only one

observation of a line in one image it is not possible to reconstruct the line segment in the 3-D

space. Therefore we have to wait with processing the lines observed for the first time, until they

are observed for the second time. The state vector is extended by new lines and these lines are

initialized by the result of triangulation with two corresponding observed line segments.

As described in section 2.2.2, two corresponding endpoints of two observed lines in two different

images, which are the projections of a real line in the 3-D space, must satisfy the epipolar

constraint. But this constraint is seldom met, when line segments are used as features, because they

do not coincide each other in the 3-D space by triangulation. The presence of noise and object

occlusion are possible reasons for shortening the projection of line segments in the 2-D image

plane. We can take some points in the two corresponding line segments that do coincide in the 3-D

space. These points can be found by taking the point of intersection of the epipolar line of an

endpoint with the corresponding line in the other image. This point is common to the two line

segments. Given the coordinates of these new endpoints of the two 2-D lines, satisfying the

epipolar constraint, we can compute the endpoints of the 3-D line segment exactly. This method is

computational quite difficult.

We can also compute the 3-D endpoints of the 3-D line segment in least square sense [CS90].

Given two corresponding 2-D endpoints with known camera positions we can compute the 3-D

endpoint X.. by,

(33)

With M 1 and M1 the calibration matrices of the camera at position 1 and 2. The equations in (33)

can be reorganized in the form:

with size(A) = 4x3 , size(b) = 4xl (34)

The three unknown parameters of the 3-D endpoint can be estimated in least square sense with

these four equations within equation (34). We have chosen to do it this way, because it is

computational more efficient. The 3-D endpoints that are reconstructed, are best representations of
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the actual 3-D endpoints in least square sense.
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As described in section 3.3, correspondences between 3-D lines and 2-D lines are needed to

estimate the state parameters by measurement update. In order to calibrate the camera position

while the first image is taken, a known model of the scene is used. The known model that we have

used is a cube. The first camera position is computed using the Bayes estimator of section 3.3, by

taking the projection of the known 3-D lines as observations. By tracking line segments in the 2-D

image plane, corresponding lines of the known model are found in the second image, which will

be used to calibrate the second camera position. When the first and second camera position are

available, triangulation of corresponding lines in the first and second image, which are not part of

the known model of the scene is possible. The uncertainty region of the reconstructed 3-D lines is

initialized very largc, while those 3-D lines of the known model have a very small uncertainty

region, all with Gaussian pdfs. The rcsult of triangulation and initial estimate of the uncertainty

region are used as priori knowledge of the state vector.

3.6 Efficiency of com putations

The most time consuming operations involved in stochastic filtering are thc maximization problem

(18) and the covariancc update, (28) and (32). The dimensions of the state vector, the observation

vector and the covariance matrices are very large, for instance for 100 lines the covariance Px has
. ,

a dimension of 612 x 612. To avoid computation of matrix inversions and square roots, we have

used a procedure updating directly square root inverses of the covariance matrices. This technique

is called the square root inverse filtering [May79].

The square root of a matrix P is a matrix S such that P = S.ST. If some matrix S is a square root

of P, then matrix S.Q , where Q is an orthogonal matrix, is also a square root of S. Equation (28)

can be rewritten as,

p-1 = S-T S-1
x,.IY, x,.IY,· x,.IY, (35)

The square root matrix of a covariance matrix is not unique. One possible solution of equation (35)

- -1
for SX,.IY, is,

8-1
x,.

S -1
X,.!Y,

(36)

We can see that the dimensions of SXI~is not equal to the dimensions of SXI~tYI' It can be

transformed by QR-deeomposition into,
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T --)
Q . Sx 'I': =,.1 ,

(37)

-1
where SX,.IY, is an upper triangular matrix and the requested solution of equation (35), having the

proper dimension. By exploitation of the structure of the matrices SX,~1 and Sr,-I. Vh(.t_) QR

decomposition can be performed line by line in a time linear with the number of lines [Cox80].

Lines in the 3-D space are uncorrelatcd with each other. which make it possible to evaluate them

one by one. They only have correlation with the camera parametcrs that observe them.

To solve the maximization problcm of equation (18) by iterations, equation (35) is requested as

well. The overall improvement of the computation timc by avoiding matrix inverses, square roots,

and by exploiting the structure of the matrices is more than a IOO-fold !
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Tracking 2-D line segments

To provide the stochastic filter with correct data, matching have to be performed to find

corresponding line segments in consecutive images. We have chosen to track 2-D line segments

and keep the correspondence during the tracking process. First we have to choose a representation

of a 2-D line segment for tracking.

4.1 Representation of a 2-D line segment

2-D line segments in images are extracted by the LLV module. The 2-D line segment is stored as

two 2-D endpoints, represented by a vector p = (xh• Yh' X•• y)'. It is important to choose an

appropriate representation for the 2-D line segments, since tracking will be based on this represen

tation. Tracking both endpoints will be difficult, since they are not reliable due to the fact that

segments can be broken or shortened from one image to another. For this reason we have chosen

the 2-D line segment representation v = (x",. Yin' e, /)', which contains the midpoint, the orientation

and the length of the segment (see figure 4.1) [DF90]. The parameters of vector v can be expressed

in terms of parameters of vector p in the following way:

y

(xe, ye)

(xb, yb)..
I•. )'9

(xm,ym)

x

Xb + xe
x". = --2-

Yb + Ye
Y". =

2

e = aretan(Ye - Yb)
x, - xb

I = J<xe - xi + (ye - y,i

(38)

(39)

figure 4.1 2-D line representation

We assume that the endpoints of a 2-D line segment are Gaussian distributed. Then the

uncertainties can be expressed in terms of covariance matrices. The covariance matrix A. of the

vector v is related with the covariance matrix Op of the vector p by,

A :::; ()v 0 6v T

v ()p p 6p

where ov/Op is a 4x4 Jacobian matrix. This is an approximation of the real covariance matrix due

to linearization of the nonlinear equations of fonnula (38). We assume that there is no correlation
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bctwecn the two endpoints of the line segments. The covariance matrix np IS alrcady derived In

equation (12).

When we substitute the results of equation (12) into equation (39) the following covariance matrix

for the parameter vector v is obtained:

o tC06(6)2 + 0 ...2.sin(6i (01
2_0...2).sin(6).cos(6)

0 0
2 2

(01
2- 0...2).sin(O).C06(6) 0 ...2.c06(6i + 0.2.sin(O)2

0 0
fl.,= 2 2 (40)

20 2
0 0

....
0

(~

0 0 0 2.0 1
2

From the results of cquation (40) three Issues need to be noted. The first issue is, that the

uncertainty associated to the midpoint (xm• y,,) doesn't depend on the length of the line segment.

The second issue is, that this reprcscntation leads to a lack of correlation bctwecn the parameters

(X,.. y"J and the parameters e and I. This lack of correlation is important if we want to use, for

efficiency consideration, differcnt Kalman filters with a reduced dimension state veetor on eaeh

parameter. And the third issue is. that if we assume that cr / and cr / are equal, then all parameters

are uncorrelated, and we can use four different Kalman filters independently on each parameter.

This is an important requirement in the implementation part for real time processing. Actually cr /

is much more greater than cr/. We have to estimate these values by experience, by means of

statistical tests. If we take cr / to be unequal to cr/ then we can use three Kalm an filters instead,

one for the midpoint (X,.. y,,), one for the angle e and one for the length 1. But when no time

requirements have to be met, we ean use one large Kalman filter for all four parameters.

4.2 The tracking algorithm

The tracking scheme that is described roughly in the last part of section 2.2.2 will be fomlalized

for implementation purpose. The tracking algorithm is based on the fOllowing steps [DF90]:

1. Assign a kinematics model, represented by a state vector, which contains the position, the

velocity and the acceleration of all parameters.

2. Use the kinematics model to predict the position of line segment in the next image and the

associated uncertainty.

3. Use thc prediction uncertainty to detennine the search area around the predicted position.

4. Inside the area, use a nonnalized distance to detennine the best match.

5. If a match is found, usc it as a new measurcment to update the kinematics model.

Initially at t=O, no infonnation is available about the kinematics of the line segments in the image.

This is called the bootstrapping stage. We assume zero velocity and accelerations with large
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uncertainties indicating that we do not trust these guesses. We say that a line segment of the

current image is inside the search area if the distance of each parameter to its predicted position is

less than a given threshold. Once a line segment from the current image has been matched, its

parameters are then used to update the kinematics of the model. We use Kalman filters to predict

the position of the line segments and to update the kinematics model.

4.3 Prediction and updating by Kalman filtering

Kalman filtering is a statistical approach to estimate a time-varying state vector X" from noisy

measurements V" It is a recursive estimation scheme designed to match the dynamic system model

and reality, given the uncertainty of the system dynamics and measurements. In our application one

Kalman filter is used for all four parameters x",. Ym' e and I. For each new line segment not being

matched by an existing state vector, a new state vector is defined.

The state vector (x"" x"" x"" YIfI , YIfI' Y",. a, a, a, I, t. I)t describes the state of a 2-D line

segment. Next we will restrict the discussion to a state vector of dimension 3, which is of course

can be extrapolated into a state vector of higher dimensions. For each parameter the state vector

contains the position Xt' the vclocity xt and thc acceleration x" The notation X, :: (xt• x" xt)t is

used for the 3 dimensional state vector at time instant t.

We assume that the parameters of a line segment move with a constant acceleration In the 2-D

image plane. If the sample time is f),t. then the next states are dctermined as follows:

Xt•A1
:: xt + M,xt 1 At'- " + ~,[1]+ 2" ,xt

xt+At :: xt + At,xt + ~/[2]
(41)

.it+M
:: xt + ~t[3]

The dynamic ~ystem model, i.e. the evolution of thc kinematics model, can be rewritten as,

X,.At :: 41'+11'" X, + ~t ~, - N(O" Qt) (42)

where <1>,+t.I., is a known constant statc transition matrix. The deviation of this model from reality,

given by ~" is assumed to be Gaussian distributed, with zero mean and covariance Q,. The

diagonal covariance matrix Qt. exprcssing the error in the position, velocity and acceleration, has to

be estimated by experience. based on some heuristics, depending on what is known about the

unmodelled states. The transition matrix CfJ,+l>t. I will be given by:
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o 0 1

The measurement model used is:

Tracking 2-D line segments

(43)

v, = C,X, + '1, '1, - N(O, R.) (44)

where V, is a vector of measurements with an uncertainty ll" assumed to be a zero mean Gaussian

noise sequence of covariance R,. We can only measure the position of the parameter, not the

velocity and the acceleration, therefore C,=(t, 0, 0) for 3 dimensional state vectors. In the case

that the Kalman filter has a state vector of dimension 3. (a single parameter is modelled), Vr is just

a scalar, and the covariance matrix R, is also a scalar ax], expressing the uncertainty on the

position x. The matrix R, or a/ can be estimated by experience. When all four parameters are

included into the state vector, the matrix Cr becomes,

C,

1 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

000 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

o 000 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

o 0 0 0 0 0 000 1 0 0

(45)

and R, is a 4x4 matrix. Furthennorc, we assume that there is no correlation between the system

and measurement noise sequence 1;, and "Il,..

With this system and measurement model, we can use a Kalman filter [Jaz70] to predict the

position of the four parameters of a line segment, and to update the kinematics model, i.e. state

vector. Next we will denote the time instant t+l1t by t+ 1, for convenience. The optimal estimates

of the state vector X, = X'I' of X, from the data VO'""Vr and the initial estimation EIX,j and

VarIX') are computed recursively as follows [DF90]:

1. Initialize the position and covariance matrix of the state vector at t=O:

(46)

When the line segment is appearing for the first time In the image sequence, we initialize the

parameters only by its measured position. The velocity and acceleration are set to zero, because

such infomlation are not available. The state covariance matrix should be initialize with a very

large number on the diagonal elements, and the off-diagonal ones to zero, to reflect the fact that

we know nothing about the kinematics of the line segment [ZZ94]. Line segments that appear for

the first time will be given a new and unique number to identify it.
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2. Then for t = I, 2, ...

a. Predict the mean of the state vector:

b. Compute the covariance prediction of the state vector:

23

(47)

(48)

After prediction of the state vector and its covariance matrix, the next Image will be

processed. The time instant t+ I in this image becomes t at the next image.

c. Predict of the measuremcnt vector:

(49)

d. Compute the covariance prediction for the measurement vector. In our application it

detcmtines the search area for the matching process:

(SO)

e. When a match is found, compute the Kalman gain matrix K, , which indicates how much

to weight each new measurement:

(51)

f. Update the estim ate the state vector:

(52)

g. Use the Kalman gain to update the covariance matrix of the state vcetor:

(53)

4.4 Matching line segments

The search area for a possible matching is dctcnn ined through a test using the result of Kalman

filtering. For each line segment we have a feature vector of four components. In selecting a cost

function for correspondences, we want to take into account the distance between the expected

parameter value with its uncertainty and the currently measured value with its uncertainty. This

leads us to the so called Mahalanohis distance. A line segment of the new im age is said to be
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inside the search area if the Mahalanobis distance is less than a preset threshold. Inside the search

area, the closest line to the predicted line is used to update tlte state vector.

Let each new line segment be represented by a feature vector of four components. Each measured

component IS denoted by V, , and its covariance matrix by R,. It is unlikely that the measured

component IS exactly the estimated measurement V, = C, X'ir-I. The estimated measurement has a

covariance matrix 1\"'.1 detcnnined by the Kalman filter:

1\1'-1 = C, P'lr-l C/ (54)

The total unccrtainty for the matching process is the sum of the measurement prediction

uncertainty and the uncertainty of thc observed line segment itself. Next we define the

measurement residual as r = (V, - V,) . The observation vector contains only the measurement of

the position of the state vector. The Mahalanobis distance between the prediction and the

measurement has to be less than a given threshold e, given by:

d
X

2 ;; r/ (Rt + Atlt-I ) -1 Tt = (Vt - Vt)T (Rt + At1t-l ) -I (Vt - ~) < E (55)

The distance between a component measured and predicted is nonualized by the covanance

matrices, what we called the search area. The Mahalanobis distance is a random scalar, having a

:x.2-distribution (called as 'chi-square' distribution). With a measurement vector of dimension 4, so

called number of freedom for a :x.2-distribution is 4. Then e have to be set 9.49, for a search area,

in which we have a probability of 95% to find the measure. If & is set to 13.3, then we have a

probability of 99% to find the measure (BF8S].

As proposed in (CS88] a Confidence Factor (CF) should be added to each new state vector. The

CF is expressed as an integer from the set {I, 2, 3, 4, 5}, where CF= I represents a state vector

which is very uncertain. CF=5 represents a state vector which has been reliably tracked line

segments for at least 3 times. When a line segment is appearing for the first time, a confidence

factor of CF=3 is added to the new state vector. During each prediction and update cycle, the CF

is increased by I, up to a maximum of 5, if a corresponding line segment is found. If no

correspondence is found, the CF is decreased by I, down to a minim um value of O. If the CF

passes 0, the kinematics model of the matchcd line segment is removed. If the CF has reached the

value of 5, then the kinematics model of the line segment is kept forever. If some kinematics

model have reached a CF of value 5, but in the future the CF is decreased until 0, due to

disappearance it will be put inactive. The inactive state vector will be kept, but not processed any

more. The use of the confidence factor gives a degree of immunity to temporary loss of line

segments, and to renove noisy lines.



Chapter 5

Implementations and test results

To be able to detemline the positions and dimensions of objects in the scene, a knowledge base is

needed to recognize the objects in the scene, by checking relations between 3-D line segments that

are reconstructed. To be complete, a block diagram of the new Vision Survey System is given in

figure 5.1, which will be named as "VSS-SFM", where SFM stands for structure from motion.

geometrical
description

30KB

grey level
image0':n~·., ... ,- ..

. .

,-_-./'~--

I205M~ 2DCOR~ 30REC~ 305M~

~
/~'J ,line I V\ &CAL I '\ U/···

Image .--~'------,

LLV /---------...
-._---------

leMntl
U

[;·<'.1)W
'~';-

figure 5.1 the new 'VSS-SFM' system

First the intrinsic camera parameters are detenllincd. The LLV module of the VSS system, as

described in the introduction, is used to extract 2-D line segments in the image plane. The SM

module, which we call '205M' here, tries to find a cube in the first image of the sequence, by

checking relations between 2-D line segments, which satisfy the rules describe in the Knowledge

Base. The first camera position can be calibrated by the measurement update procedure described

in section 3.3, because 3-D to 2-D correspondence is known. One of the comers of the cube in the

scene is defined as the origin of the world coordinate system.

By tracking, the correspondence between 2-D lines of the cube in image 1 and image 2 is found.

The second camera position is computed by the same way given this correspondence. The first two

position of the camera is known then. The correspondence between lines in the first and second

image, which are not part of the cube are used to reconstruct the 3-D line segments in the 3-D

space. They will be initialize by the results of the triangulation process, associated with very large
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uncertainty, and processed by the stochastic filter, as described in chapter 3. New measurements

will be provided to the stochastic filter by keeping correspondence of 2-0 line segments in the

following images.

After stochastic filtering, a set of 3-D lines are constructed and the path of camera movement is

provided. A Knowledge Basc, which we will name '30KB', is needed to recognize 3-D objects in

the set of 3-0 lines. This knowledge base is much easier to generate, and the relations between 3

D lines are easier to check than in the case of the knowledge base, which checks relations between

2-D lines for recognition of 3-D objects. After recognition of objects in the scene, the position and

dimensions of the object are directly available.

We have taken an real image sequencc, of 20 images, for testing the algorithms, dcscribed in

chapter 3 and 4 (APPENDIX A). First the implementation of the tracking algorithm will be

discussed, because the results of this algorithm is needed to provide data for the stochastic filter.

The implementation of the stochastic filter is trcated aftcr that.

5.1 Tracking 2-D line segments

The tracking algorithm described in chapter 4 is implemented in the C programming language. The

kinematics model is named as "line token" here. The 'tracking'-program is described first and test

results are given next.

5.1.1 The 'tracking'-program

Given the first line image, a Line Token List (LTL) is created. The lines in the next line image

(List of Lines LL) are matched with the tokens in the Line Token List, by checking the shortcst

distance between the line segment to the current token in processing. After matching line segments

to tokens, the Line Token List is updated. The body of the program is implcmcnted as follows:

main()

(

LL=ReadLdrFile(line image 1);

LTL=Create TokenList(LL);

for (i=2;i<=NUMBEROFIMAGES;i++)

(

LL=ReadLdrFile(line image i);

Update TokenList(l TL,ll);

}

} /* main() Of

r Read Ldr Fife, stored in a List of Lines (lL) Of

r Creates a Line Token List, new kinematics models *f

r Update the Line Token List given the next II *f

For each tokcn a prediction of the next position of the line is made. Then we have to search in the

list of lines for the line that has the shortest distance to the predicted line. If this line is found, it

will be used to update the token, i.e. the kinematics model. The chosen line will be deleted from
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the list of lines. When all tokens are processed, and there arc still lines in the list of lines left, they

will be used to create new tokens, which will be added to the list of tokens. The implementation of

the function UpdateTokenListO is given below:

void UpdateTokenList(L n. LL)

{

CurrentToken=LTL:

While (CurrentToken != NULL)

{

CurrentLine = LL:

While (CurrentLine != NULL)

(

1* Current Token in processing is first token of the list of tokens *f

1* Current Line in processing is first line of the list of lines *f

PrectictedLine = PredictLine(CurrentToken):

if (ShortestDistance(PredictedLine. CurrentLine))

(

UpdateToken(CurrentToken. CurrentLine):

De/eteLine(CurrentLine. LL);

break:

}

CurrentLine = NextLine;

}

CurrentToken = NextToken;

r Predict position next line */

1* update the kinemetics model */

1* delete Current Line from LL */

1* get out of deepest while-loop */

r Next Line in the list of lines */

}

if ( LL != NULL)

( AddNewTokens To TokenList(L n. LL):}

} 1* Update TokenList() *f

The continuous angle constraint

1* New lines. add new tokens to the token list */

A problem in the matching process that must not be over looked, is the discontinuity of the angle

of line segments. Thc angle 0 of a line segment varies from -7t to 7t. At the value -7t or 7t, there is

a discontinuity in the angle e. This might cause problems when we try to match a line segment

with an angle e near -7t, 8>-7t, with a predicted line segment having an angle cjl near 1t, e<1t. The

distance in the angle is then to large. We can solve this problem by adding or subtracting the angle

8 with 7t, for a certain num ber of times until the absolute difference between the angle e and cjl

becomes less than 1t/2. By this solution for the continuous constraint, the result of the matching

process will not be influenced, when the begin- and endpoint of a 2-D line segment are exchanged.

5.1.2 Test results

The 20 images of the sequence that is taken are used to test the tracking algorithm. First the LLV

module of the VSS makes line images of them. But the line extractor of the VSS doesn't work

well, because it gives to many lines that supposed not to be there, or lines that supposed to be

there are not present. Therefore, we have decided to remove the "error-lines" from the line images.
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With the manipulated images we have test the tracking algorithm. The average num ber of lines in

the image sequence of 20 images is about 65. The number of errors is given in table 5.1, not

taking into account the errors caused by the 'birth' of new tokens, when there is no match with the

line segment, which the token supposed to match with.

Table 5.1 the num ber of errors producing by the tracking algorithm

image I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

# tokens 55 56 56 56 59 61 62 64 66 74

# errors - 0 0 3 5 9 9 6 9 7

images II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

# tokens 84 93 97 108 115 130 137 152 160 171

# errors 13 18 26 23 35 28 30 29 38 36

The confidence factor introduced in section 4.4 has proven to be useful for the problem of

temporary disappearing of lines, and for removing noise lines. Noise lines that are not matched to

any other tokens will "die" after a certain period. And temporary disappearance of a line will not

lead the removal of the tokcn, but the token will not have a new measurement to update itself, so

that it extrapolates its prediction of the line segment in the next image.

Errors are caused by a numbcr of reasons. One of the biggest problem is, that the ordering of the

list of tokens is influencing the result of thc matching process. A typical situation is shown in

figure 5.2. The dashed lines give the position of the predicted lincs in the image at time instant t.

The solid lines are the lines observed in the im age at time instant 1. The tokens are processed

following a given order, and the list of lines can be given in any ordcr. If token A is processed

before token B, then token A will match with line 1, and token B will match with line 2, while

actually token A should be matchcd with line 2 and token B with line 1. This error propagates

with more lines to a larger num ber of errors. This problem cannot be solved easily, because then

all lines must be matched to all tokens with maximum probability. This global data association

constraint is computational very expensive because all partitions of possible matches have to be

computed and evaluated for maximum probability [BF88).

Another source of error is, that the kinematics model of some line is not sufficient. Some lines

might not move with a constant acceleration. If the prediction by extrapolation with a second order

polynomial is modelled without noise (see equation (42», the prediction area to search for a match

will become small, and the token may not find any line in this area. The line that is near this area
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will not be matched, and this leads to a 'birth' of a new token. Birth of too many tokens give larger

number of errors (these errors are left out of table 5.1). To confirm this idea, a test is made with a

larger covariance prediction (see equation (48» by multiplying the prediction covariance of the

state by a factor larger than one, instead of adding Q, in equation (48) (Q, is difficult to model).

When a factor of 2.0 is taken, the number of tokens after processing 20 images is 133, instead of

171. If the prcdiction area is enlarged in a proper way, by multiplying the prediction covariance or

adding system noise Qt, the number errors will be reduced essentially. To ehose the proper factor,

and the proper system noise, we have to understand more about the imaging process.
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figure 5.2 tracking error due to ordering of tokens

For the first 4 images, not many new tokens are 'born', so the number of error is relatively low.

Due to the rotation of the camera, lines in the 2·D im age plane do not move with a large

displacement, so lhat the search area in the beginning is near to the observed line segment in the

fonner image. The errors in the following images are caused by shortened lines (occlusion or

disappearing), or when lines are becom ing longer (appearance), and also by thc problems described

above.

When lines are appearing, disappearing or occluded, it doesn't have to be a problem if errors are

made by the matching process. The token couldn't match any line segment, because the parameters

of the line scgment are discontinuous. A new token will be "born" if the discontinuity is too large.

This new token represent a 3-D line near too the 3-D line represented by the fornler token. The 3

D knowledge base will search for all 3-D lines which fit the model of the objects best. Another

possibility is to merge the 3-D line segments that is very close to each other, having some overlap,

into one single 3-D line segment [ZF90]. This operalion reduce the number of lines. The lines that

result from the merging process are longer and more reliable, which make it easier to match 3-D

structures with models of 3-D objects described in the knowledge base.

5.2 Scene reconstruction by stochastic filtering

At the moment the algorithm for estimation of the state vector given an observation vector, as

described in chapter 3 is implemented in Matlab Numeric Computation and Visualisation Software.
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The program for the stochastic filtering process is described and test results are given.

5.2.1 The 'stochastic filtering'-program

The camera parameters of the first and second image are computed first. Given these camera

parameters and the correspondence between lines in the first and second are used to computed the

initial estimate of 3-D line segments, with large covariances. Then the estimates of the 3-D line

segments are iteratively computed, and their covariances are updated. This is done by the function

Updatel20. After updating image 1 and 2, image 3 to image 20 are updated by Update3nO, which

makes a time update, initializes new 3-D lines and makes a measurement update for the current

image (see APPENDIX B). The programs Update120 and Update3nO are given below:

function (x12_map.pxyostiori]=Update12(y1.y2);

/* state x 12. covariance px 12 of images 1 & 2 */

/* observations y1. y2 of image 1 & 2; correspondence between lines by ordering */

(

/* initial estimate of the state vector *I

/* 3-D lines, initial standard deviation of cr=4000 mm *f

cubelines=first nine lines of obseravtion vectors y1 and y2;

CalibrateCameras 1&2(cubelines);

x12_init =Triangulation(y1,y2);

px 12_init =Covariancelnitialization(4000);

x=x12_init;

while ( dx > & )

(

dx =Compute_dx(x. px12_init, y1. y2);

x =x + dx;

}

x_map =x;

px_ayostiori =UpdateCovariance(px 12_init, x_map);

} /* Update 12() */

function (x_map.px....Postiori]=Update3n(xyriori. px....Priori. Y_t-1, y_t);

/* state xyriori. covariance px_priori of image t-1 */

/* observations y_t-1. y_t of image t-1 & t; correspondence between lines by ordering *f

{

(x_t. px_t) =Time Update(xyriori. pxyriori)

x_NewLines =TriangulationNewLines;

px_NewLines =Covariancelnitialization(4000);

x =(x_t, x_NewLines);

px =(px_t. px_NewLines);

while ( dx > I: )

(

/* new lines observed for the first time in 2 images */

/* 3-D lines. initial standard deviation of cr=4000 mm *f

dx =Compute_dx(x, px. y_t-1. y_t);

x =x + dx;

}

x_map =x;
pxyostiori =UpdateCovariance(px_priori, x_map);

} /* Update3n() */
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5.2.2 Test results

31

The results of the tracking algorithm are at the moment not good enough to provide data for the

stochastic filter. Therefore, we have selectcd lines and made the correspondence by hand, for the

first 10 images, where the tracking algorithm has failed. It takes too much time to find the

correspondence between all lines in the images II to 20, because there are too many errors.

The endpoints of 3-D line segments are initiated with a standard deviation of 4000 mm. The

camera position (tx ' ty, tJ is initialized with a standard deviation of 1000 mm, and the standard

deviation on the orientation (pan, tilt, swing) with 3.49 radials (200°). Furthennore, noise is added

to the prediction of camera parameters at the next time instant. This standard deviation on the

orientation is chosen 15° and for the camera position 100 mm. The noise on the prediction of the

camera should not be chosen to small, because the uncertainty region for camera parameters will

be small and this restricts the space in which the camera parameters can be updated. If the real

position of the camera is far outside the uncertainty region, the camera parameters will not be

calibrated correctly. On the other hand, the standard deviation of the camera parameters should not

be chosen too large, because then the calibration process might fail, or the number of iterations

will be too large. No noise is added to the prediction of the parameters of the 3-D endpoints of

lines.

Lines of the cube in image 5 to 8 are removed to verify whether the camera can be calibrated with

the other reconstructed 3-D lines, not relying on the cube lines. The algorithm is converging for

only the first 8 images. The average standard deviation in the x. y. z direction of 3-D endpoints and

the standard deviation in the camera parametersare are plotted as a function of time (figure 5.3,

figure 5.4 resp. figure 5.5). The initial estimate of the standard deviation for camera and 3-D line

parameters is not included in the figures because the range will be too large in relation with the

standard deviation at time instants 2 to 8.

The results presented in figures 5.3, figure 5.4 and figure 5.5 suggest that we can measure 3-D

endpoints of lines with an uncertainty of about 10 mm, the camera position with an uncertainty of

2 mm, and the camera orientation with an uncertainty of le-3 radials (0.06°). This is too good to

be true! But when real value of the position of 3-D lines are compared with the mean value of the

position of the 3-D lines estimated by the stochastic filter, their difference is much larger than the

associated standard deviation. The difference at t=4 is about 50 mm on the average, while at t=8 it

is much larger, about 150 In m or more.

At this moment we have to conclude that the uncertainty region around the estimated position of 3

D line segments does not say anything about the precision that we can measure the real value of

the position of the 3-D line segment. It is quite prom ising that the standard deviation is decreasing,

but it is even more important that the mean value of the estimated position is close to the real

value. The mean value is drifting away from the real value, because at t=4 the measurement of the

position is closer to the real value than at t=8.
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We have to chcck whether our assumptions and paramcters chosen is corrcet or not, to interpreted

the achieved results. Thc unccrtainty rcgion that is produced by the stochastic filter is obtained by

modelling a proeess with some model. which is an approximation of the rcal process. There are

actually two very important cquations in our stochastic model. i.e. equations (28) and (30). By

analysing each of these equations \\c try to evaluate the assumptions that we have made, and find

sources of errors in our modcl.

The covariance matrix of thc state is updated after each observation by equation (2&). With this

update we want to decrease the uncertainty region of the state after that an observation is

processed. In this formula we can see that the covariance update is depcndent of the covariance

matrix before the update. the Jacobian matrix of the projcction function, and the covariance matrix

of the observations. The projection function is approximatcd by a first order Taylor series. This

linearization error is neglcctible if the time steps between the mcasurements is made small. To

obtain a eorrect update. the covariance matrix of the observations have to be chosen properly. The

covariance of the observations is a characteristic of the line extraction process and the physical

cam era features.

After the measurement update the camera is moving. additional uncertainty IS introdueed in the

state of the system. i.e. parameters of the camera. We are assuming that 3-D lines arc not moving,
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and therefore no noise is added to their prediction at the next time instant. The covariance of the

state should not be chosen too small, because the update of the state by equation (26) will not have

a large space to adjust statc parameters to match the ob"ervations with the projection of the state

on the image plane. Intuitively it might not be logical to add noise to the prediction of the position

of 3-D lines (equation 29a), but when no noise is added, the update space of 3-D lines is restricted.

The stochastic filtering process can be divided into two different parts. The stochastic filter tries to

decrease the uncertainty region of the state by measurement updates, but the system is introducing

extra uncertainty by the camera movement, which enlarges the uncertainty region of the state. The

question is, whether the uncertainty introduced by the system dynamics, can be decreased by

measurement update of the state givcn thc observations. We can distinguish four cases.
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The first case is, when the measurement update is decreasing the covariance of the state more than

the time update increases it (figure 5.6). The covariance is converging down to lower bound, which

is the uncertainty boundary, limited by the tolerance of the system, like camera lens-distortion or

the number and size of pixels of the CCD camera, etc. When the camera is observing the cube in
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the first and second image, the camera parameters are estimated given the known correspondence

between 2-D and 3-D line segments. The uncertainty in the 3-D cube lines were chosen very small

(standard deviation of 1 mm) indicating that its position is determined quite precisely. The

uncertainty of the camera parameters is large, but after update it is becoming smaller. The more

lines are involved in the measurement update the more precisely the camera can be calibrated. If

we ean reconstruct enough lines in the 3-D space, they can be used to calibrate the camera. In this

case the observation uncertainty and the uncertainty introduced by the camera movement is

modelled correctly.

The second case is, that the measurement update is decreasing the covariance of the state less than

the time update increases it (figure 5.7), at a certain point in time. The covariance will diverge and

the state estimate of the covariance and the mean value is drifting away from the real value. This

will occurs when too much noise is introduced into the system by camera motion, while the

observations arc not good enough to compensate this.

The third case is, that the decrement and increment of the covariance arc equal to each other at a

certain point in time, but the uncertainty of the state is higher than the lower bound (figure 5.8).

The state is estimated with the same uncertainty for the next time instants. This is a very special

case, because the covariance decrement and increment by the measurement update resp. time

update is exactly the same. In this case the observation noise is modelled too large.

The fourth and last case is, that the decrement of the covariance is much larger than the increment

at a certain point in time, but the uncertainty of the state is lower than the lower bound (figure

5.9). In this case the observation noise is modelled too small. The uncertainty region around the

estimated value of the position of 3-D lines is not a good representation for the difference between

the real value and the mean of the estimated value. The mean will drift away from the real value.

Whether the covariance is converging or diverging depends very much on the parameters chosen

for each noise model. The parameters of the uncertainty of the observations and of the noise on the

prediction of the state, for 3-D lines and camera parameters, need to be selected carefully. It is

unlikely that with only one CDD camera of 512 x 512 pixels, at a distance of 3 metres of the

objects, such a small standard deviation for the parameters of the camera and 3-D can be achieved,

as given by figures 5.3 to 5.5. We can confirm this, because the difference between the mean value

and the real value is quite large, after processing 8 images. Probably, the results presented in

figures 5.3, figure 5.4 and figure 5.5 corresponds with the fourth case.
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Conclusions

We have considered the problem of 3-D structure reconstruction by using a monocular image

sequence from a moving camera. Camera and 3-D scene parameters are represented in the state

vector of the system. A non-linear stochastic filter estimates the state vector given the observations

with maximum a postiori probability, and updates it in time by the knowledge of system dynamics.

New observations are provided to the stochastic filter by tracking line segments in the 2-D image

plane.

The results of the tracking algorithm is encouraging, because for 4 consecutive images the

correspondence is found with a small nUI11 bcr of errors, while not many new tokens are 'born'

illegally. The errors in correspondences in the following images are caused particularly by

improper modelling of system noise (Q, in equation (48)) and observation noise (R, in equation

(50)), and the ordering of the tokens. A better understanding of the imaging process and the line

extraction algorithm is needed to improve the results of the tracking algorithm.

Given the correspondence between 2-D line segments in consecutive images, the stochastic filter is

able to estimate the position of 3-D line segments with an uncertainty of 50 mm, after processing 4

images. After the 4'h image, all lines of the cube are not present in the observation vector any

more. The camera calibration is totally dependent on thc lines reconstructed so far. The uncertainty

regions of the camera parameters and the 3-0 lines after processing the 8'h image are very small,

suggesting that the measurement is very precisely. When the estim atcd mean value of the position

of 3-D lines is checked, it tumed out to have a very large difference with the real value of the

position of the 3-D lines. The mean value is drifting away from the real value, probably due to

incorrect choices of the noise models for the observations (P y , in equation (28)) and the system

dynamics (Q, in equation (30)). The observation and system noise models are very important for

optimal estimation of state parameters.

Great computational efforts are needed to solve the stochastic filtering problem. When the update

of the covariance of the state vector is implemented straight forward in a manner as described in

equation (28) and (32) the time required for each update will be too long. An efficient technique is

proposed to reduce the number of computations, which becomes linear with respect to the number

of lines in the images. By exploiting the structures of the covariance matrices and using square

root inverse filtering techniques, updates can be perfonned without matrix inverses and square

roots, and QR-decomposition can be processed line by line. The improvement is more than a 100

fold!
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Recommendations

The research on the problem of structure from motion by stochastic filtering is initiated by this

work. A basis is created, and further improvement needs to be done. For the correspondence

problem as well the stochastic filtering problem recommendations for further research is given.

7.1 Recommendations on the problem of tracking 2-D line segments

The tracking algorithm described in chapter 4 is able to solve the problem of correspondence

between 2-D line segments in consecutive images for only the first images of a long image

sequence. There are a number of reasons that the tracking algorithm fails to match the right line

segment for the following images.

The first thing that needs to be investigated is the noise model of the observations (R t in equation

(44)) . This can be done by making a statistical test to detemline the statistical characteristics of

the line extraction process, in which also physical features of the camera system is included. The

variance in the parallel and perpendicular direction of an endpoint of the 2-D line segment needs to

be detemlined. This can be done by taking some objects of which the position in the world

coordinate system is known, and project lines of these objects into the image plane and compare

them with the lines in the image made by the line extractor. A probability density function for the

difference between the ideal projection and the observed line can be plotted, which gives us the

parallel and perpendicular variance of endpoints of 2-D line segments.

The prediction noise (Qt in equation (42) is also very important in the matching process. The

Kalman filter is updating the covariance of the tokens when observations are matched. The update

by the Kalman gain Kt decreases the covariance of the token, making the uncertainty of the token

smaller, and therefore creating a smaller search area for the matching process. However, on the

prediction of the state vector an error is made, which increases the uncertainty of the token and

makes the search area larger. The increment of the covariance of the token ean be realized by

adding proper prediction noise, by means of Qt, or multiplying the covariance of the token with

some constant factor larger than 1. It is not easy to find the figures for the characteristics of the

prediction noise. Knowledge of the imaging process is required.

The problem in the matching process caused by the ordering of the tokens is very difficult to

solve. In some cases, this error propagates with more interchanged lines to a larger number of

errors. If the number of errors caused by the ordering of tokens is too large, then we have to
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develop some strategy to solve it. Recently Zhcngyou Zhang [ZZ94] has proposed a technique to

match multiple lines with one token, if they are inside the search area. For our application, it

should be sufficient to allow 2 matches per token. When a token is matched to 2 line segments, the

closest and second closest, a new token is 'born'. The old and new token will be processed in the

following time instants, and updated like described in chapter 4. This strategy will lead to a

computational explosion, because too many tokens will be 'born'. To avoid this wc must discard

tokens resulting from false matches. For each token we compute a number that we call its support

of existence, which measures the adequateness of the token with the observations. A good measure

of the support of existence is the distance between the predicted line segment and the observed

one. If a token can't find any line in its search area, a large distance is added to its support of

existence number to punish it. If a token docs not have matches for a certain number of times, it

will be 'killed', because its support of existence number exceeds some threshold. Figure 7.1 shows

the principle of the idea of multiple matches and the support of existence.
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figure 7.1 III ultiple matches and support of existence

The tokens al and a2 in the first image is matched to the 2 lincs in the second image. Four tokens

are present at the third image. When the movement of the line is extrapolatcd linearly, the token

all is matched to line 2 and token a22 with line I, in the third image.

A drawback of this techniquc is, that we cannot enforce that each line is matched once by one of

the tokens. This tcehniquc has provcn its power in tracking systems of fighters for tracking multi

targets crossing each other in the sky [BF881.

7.2 Recommendations on the problem of stochastic filtering

The improve the results of estimation of the state vector, the observation noise and system noise

have to be chosen properly. The method for obtaining the noise model of the observations is

already described in section 7.1 (PYl in equation (28». To model the system noise, a statistical

study of the perturbation on the camera movements needs to be done in the future. Maybe it is

even possible to add some noise to the 3-D lines, to give them some space to be adjusted, by the

measurement update.

When we are able to estimate the state vector within the required preCISion, a knowledge base

needs to be created to search for structures of objects in the 3-D scene which match with the

model of the objects described in the knowledge base. Furthermore, the 'stochastic filtering'·

program has to be converted from Matlab into the C programming language.
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APPENDIX A

An image sequence of a real scene
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The image sequence is taken from a camera,

which moves with a constant translation and

rotation speed. The camera is moving with a

speed of about 14 em, and a rotation of about 2.3 0

per second. This speed is chosen such that the

blurring in the image, caused by motion is

neglectible.

The grey value images arc processed by the LLV

module, which makes linc images of them. The

LLV module does not extract correct lines very

well, even with images with a very high contrast.

The objects in the scene are at distance of about 3

metres. The objects are made of coloured boxes,

to have a good contrast. After cach 1.6 second a

grey value image is grabbed while the camera is

moving.

The line extraction procedure of the LLV module

produces noise lines that not supposcd to be there,

and many short lines parallel to real object lines in

the Image. Five grey value Images and

corresponding line Images of the sequence are

given figure A.I.

figure A.I grey value and corresponding line

images 1,5, 10, 15,20 of the 20-image sequence



APPENDIX B

Organisation of progran1s

There are two kind of programs implemented, one in the C programming language and one in

Matlab. The 'tracking' algorithm is implemented in C, because list-structures are needed to keep the

matche lines for each token. The 'stoachastic filtering'-program is made in Matlab because matrices

are processed mainly.

The 'tracking'-program exits of one maIO program called track.c. This file uses functions that is

implemented in other files, which are readldr.c. tokenpro.c and nrc.c. Each the 4 founctions IS

including the header file track.h. The relations between the the files are given below:

• track.c (track.h) => • readldr.c (track.h)

• tokenpro.c (track.h)

• nrc.c (track.h)

The 'stochastic filtering'-program consist of two main functions, called update 12.m and lIpdate3n.m.

The function update12.m updates the state vector for the first and second im age. The function

update3n.m updates the state vector for an image between 3 and n, with n is the number of images

in the sequence. The input into the function update}2.m is the observation vector of the first and

the second image. After processing image 1 and 2, the covariance of the state and its mean is put

into the function update3n.m, together with the observation vector of image 3 and the observations

of image 2 of lines observed for the first time in 2 consecutive images. The result after processing

image 3 is put into the function update3n.m, but now with the observations of image 4, etc. The

function update} 2.m is a bit different from the l/pdate3n.m function by the time update after each

measurement update. There is no time update when image 1 and 2 are processed.

The functions that are called by update} 2.m and update3n.m, and which call other functions again,

are given below:
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• ca/xmap.m =>

• pOcllberi.m

• pOcamsri.m

• p03dsqri.m

• covobsri.m =>

• midan/en.m =>

• update/2.m => • stateO.m

• costaOri.m =>

• djacob.m

• conversi.m

• inv ohs.m

• endpnts.m

• /ineimg2.m

• Ise.m

=>

• co/isqri.m

• mal.m

• djacobd.m

• triang.m

• covobsri.m =>

• midanlen.m =>

• djacob.m =>

• conversi.m

• inv obs.m

• endpnts.m

• Iineimg2.m

• /se.m

• colisqri.m

• mal.m

• djacohd.m

• timellpd.m

• triang.m

• covobsri.m =>

• midanlen.m =>

• update3n.m =>

• djacob.m

• conversi.m

• inv obs.m

• endpnts.m

• Iineimg2.m

• Ise.m

=>

• colisqri.m

• mal.m

• djacobd.m
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